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The World Leader in Custom-Made Spinal Pelvic Stabilizers

Providing Whole Body Wellness for More Than 55 Years

The Most Recommended Stabilizers by Doctors
WHAT IS A SPINAL PELVIC STABILIZER?

A Spinal Pelvic Stabilizer is placed in your shoe to help improve your body’s balance, posture, and alignment. Stabilizers are the only orthotics designed to support all three arches of the foot. By providing proper support for your feet, Stabilizers help create a balanced foundation for your body. Correcting problems in your feet has amazing benefits that may surprise you!

Our Stabilizers can help increase your strength, enhance your athletic performance, and keep you feeling energized – even at the end of the day. Stabilizers are available in many styles and features, depending on your needs and the shoes you choose to wear.

They’re Unique – Just Like You

Custom-made from a weight-bearing foam cast or digital scan of your feet, Foot Levelers’ technicians take 16 exact measurements to create your pair of custom-made Stabilizers. Your lifestyle, age, weight, activity level, and condition are also considered in their creation.

WHY DO I NEED STABILIZERS?

Contrary to popular belief, many people with foot problems experience little or no pain in their feet. Instead, the pain is transferred to other areas of your body. Your feet are the foundation of your entire body, and having proper posture is the best way to support your body. If you have weakness or unstable positioning in either foot, it can contribute to postural problems throughout the rest of your body.

By balancing your feet, Stabilizers help improve your posture, enhance your body’s performance and efficiency, reduce pain, and contribute to your total body wellness.
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TOP OPTIONS?

There are four basic tops used for Stabilizers.

**LUXURY**
A soft Lambson Leather™ top that is durable and moisture resistant with a 2-year warranty on the top. This is ideal for the average person and activity level.

**SMART**
Moisture control with Dryz™ and temperature control with IntelliTemp™. Ideal for those with perspiring feet and in extreme temperatures.

**COMFORT**
A soft TechCeł™ top for comfort that is ideal for those on their feet more than 50 percent of the day.

**TOUGH**
A durable moisture-resistant leather top for extreme activities. Also great for athletes that create a lot of friction on the surface of the Stabilizer.

WHAT IS THE BENEFIT OF MULTIPLE PAIRS OR COMBOS?

When the foot hits the ground, everything changes™ so you should be supported all of the time, not just half the time. Most people wear different shoe styles, and one type of Stabilizers will not fit in all shoes (in most cases). Multiple pairs and Combos allow you to remain supported, no matter what shoe you wear.
The Elite is our top-of-the-line Stabilizer and includes maximum support, comfort and durability. Only Elites come standard with the Dynamic Response System™ for shock absorption and the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for protection throughout the gait cycle. Elite Stabilizers are optimal for most people.

**Zorbacel® Plus**

*Provides 75% more Zorbacel for shock absorption at heel strike.*

**DRS™**

*Creates stability, absorbs shock, and responds to the body’s movement.*

**StanceGuard™**

*Provides weight bearing support at midstance.*

**Propacel™ Plus**

*Provides 50% more Propacel propulsion on toe-off.*

**EXTREME GAIT CYCLE SYSTEM® + DRS™**

Different length Stabilizers fit into different types of shoes.
Elite is available in these 4 tops:

**LUXURY TOP**

- Ideal for most people
- Maximum support, comfort and durability
- Soft Lambson Leather™ top
- DRS™ and Extreme Gait Cycle System® for shock absorption

**SMART TOP**

- Ideal for people with sweaty feet
- Moisture control with Dryz™
- Temperature control with IntelliTemp™ for maximum support for perspiring feet
- DRS™ and Extreme Gait Cycle System® for shock absorption

**COMFORT TOP**

- Ideal for people who stand more than 50% of the day
- Soft TechCel™ top for comfort and maximum support
- DRS™ and Extreme Gait Cycle System® for shock absorption

**TOUGH TOP**

- Ideal for people who work in extreme environments
- Maximum support and durability with a moisture-resistant leather top for extreme activities
- DRS™ and Extreme Gait Cycle System® for shock absorption
Extreme Stabilizers are designed for extremely active people and include the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for maximum protection from heel strike to toe-off.

**Zorbacel® Plus**
*Provides 75% more Zorbacel for shock absorption at heel strike.*

**StanceGuard™**
*Provides weight bearing support at midstance.*

**Propacel™ Plus**
*Provides 50% more Propacel propulsion on toe-off.*

**EXTREME™ EXTREME GAIT CYCLE SYSTEM®**

Did you know that our Exclusively Yours® custom-made pillow is created from four measurements taken of you?
Extreme is available in these 4 tops:

**LUXURY TOP**
- Full Length
- ITEM# 1487

**EXTREME™ XL**
- Ideal for extremely active people
- Durable, moisture-resistant Lambskin Leather™ top
- Includes the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for support

**SMART TOP**
- Full Length
- ITEM# 1470

**EXTREME™ XS**
- Ideal for extremely active people with sweaty feet
- Moisture control with Dryz™
- Temperature control with IntelliTemp™
- Includes the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for support

**COMFORT TOP**
- Full Length
- ITEM# 1482

**EXTREME™ XC**
- Ideal for people who stand for long periods of time
- Soft TechCel™ top built for comfort
- Includes the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for support

**TOUGH TOP**
- Full Length
- ITEM# 1473

**EXTREME™ XT**
- Ideal for people who work in extreme environments
- Support and durability for extreme activities
- Moisture-resistant leather top
- Includes the Extreme Gait Cycle System® for support

Did you know that our Exclusively Yours® custom-made pillow is created from four measurements taken of you?

**LUXURY TOP**
- COMFORT TOP
- TOUGH TOP
- SMART TOP
Ultra Stabilizers include the basic level of support and protection throughout the gait cycle with the Gait Cycle System®.

**Zorbacel®**
Provides shock absorption at heel strike.

**StanceGuard™**
Provides weight bearing support at midstance.

**Propacel™**
Provides propulsion on toe-off.

**GAIT CYCLE SYSTEM®**

The Lambson Leather™ top offers a 2-year warranty against cracking or peeling on the top surface.
Ultra is available in these 4 tops:

**LUXURY TOP**
- Durable, moisture-resistant Lambson Leather™ top
- Combo includes Full Length and Dress Length

**COMFORT TOP**
- Built for comfort with a softer top material called TechCel™
- Combo includes Full Length and Dress Length

**SMART TOP**
- Designed to help control sweaty feet with Dryz™
- Temperature control with IntelliTemp™
- Combo includes Full Length and Dress Length

**TOUGH TOP**
- Durable, moisture-resistant leather top for extreme activities
- Combo includes Full Length and Dress Length
5TH AVENUE™ FOR WOMEN

Support for women's unique needs that gives the royal treatment with each step. 5th Avenue™ Stabilizers help eliminate the burning in the balls of women's feet when wearing heels. Women with sensitive feet will also benefit from the comfortable design. The stylish 5th Avenue™ Collection of Women’s Stabilizers is designed specifically for a woman’s unique postural needs, with a woman’s unique footwear in mind.

7/8 Length
Our 7/8-Length Stabilizer – unique to the 5th Avenue Collection of Stabilizers – is designed to extend farther into the forefoot of the shoe. This provides increased support and comfort to the ball of the foot, especially when wearing heels.

Zorbacel™
Provides shock absorption at heel strike.

Propacel™
Provides propulsion on toe-off.

Different length Stabilizers fit into different types of shoes.
5th Avenue is available in these 4 options:

**5TH AVENUE™ LUXURY**
- Designed for women's dress flats up to a 1” heel
- Soft Lambson Leather™ top

**5TH AVENUE™ LADY LUXURY**
- Designed for women's heels between 1” and 2”
- Soft Lambson Leather™ top

**5TH AVENUE™ ILLUSION™**
- Designed for the average woman’s shoe
- Provides maximum comfort with a soft top and bottom layer of TechCel™

**Combo**
- ITEM#1373
- Full Length
- ITEM#1370
- 7/8 Length
- ITEM#1371

**Combo**
- ITEM#1374
- Full Length
- ITEM#1372

Different length Stabilizers fit into different types of shoes.
Are you an avid golfer – either amateur or professional? Do you have sensitive feet, or have more serious foot health concerns? If you answered “yes” to either question, then Foot Levelers’ Specialty Spinal Pelvic Stabilizers (ParFlex Plus® for golfers and UltraSofthotics™ for highly sensitive feet) may be just what you’ve been looking for. Each style offers custom-made quality, exceptional comfort, and three-arch support.

**PROFILE®**

**Low profile for slip-on shoes**
- Ideal for shoes whose manufacturer’s lining cannot be removed without causing damage
- Naturally moisture resistant Lambson Leather™ top for extra comfort and durability

*ITEM* #1112

**GOLF: PARFLEX PLUS®**

- Ideal for golf shoes
- TechCel Lite™ top layer for extra comfort
- Two magnetic strips built into each Stabilizer*
- Zorbacel® heel pads for shock absorption
- StanceGuard™ for variable firmness and flexibility during lateral weight shifts
- Increases club-head speed and drive distance and reduces fatigue (*JMP T, 1997-2001*)

*ITEM* #1401

*Do not use products with magnets if you are wearing a pacemaker or electrical implant of any kind, or if you are pregnant.

**AQUAGUARDS™**

**Designed for wet activities**
- Great for those who perspire excessively
- Top layer of our special non-slip, sure-grip material Hydropel™
- Zorbacel® heel pad for shock absorption
- StanceGuard™ system for variable firmness and flexibility

*ITEM* #152

*ITEM* #153

---

When the foot hits the ground, everything changes.
**ULTRA YOUNG SOLES®**

Just for kids! Support for posture as children grow.

- Recommended for ages 5 through 12
- Cushioning top and bottom layers of TechCel™ for extra comfort and shock absorption

Full Length
ITEM#1450

**ULTRA SOFTHOTICS™**

Soft Stabilizers for the most sensitive feet

- Recommended for people with very sensitive feet, diabetes or arthritic conditions

Full Length
ITEM#1452

**WORKWEAR™ FOR INDUSTRY**

- Ideal for workboots
- Durable leather top to withstand intense activity
- 75% more Zorbacel® heel pads for shock absorption
- Propacel™ forefoot pads for propulsion and comfort in the ball of the foot

Full Length
ITEM#154
**FIRMFLEX PLUS®**

- Zorbacel® provides protection against heel strike
- StanceGuard™ for full weight-bearing support in midstance
- Soft top cover of TechCel™ OR leather top cover in the FirmFlex Plus Classic™

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Full Length</th>
<th>Full Length Classic</th>
<th>¾ Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>ITEM#137</td>
<td>ITEM#139</td>
<td>ITEM#136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POWER SOLES PLUS®**

- Durable leather top cover to repel wetness
- Zorbacel® heel pads for shock absorption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Full Length</th>
<th>¾ Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>ITEM#106</td>
<td>ITEM#105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPS®**

**The Original Spinal Pelvic Stabilizer**

- Offers basic support and durability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Combo</th>
<th>Full Length</th>
<th>¾ Length</th>
<th>Dress Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1165</td>
<td>ITEM#1165</td>
<td>ITEM#1111</td>
<td>ITEM#101</td>
<td>ITEM#1156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Did you know that our Exclusively Yours® custom-made pillow is created from four measurements taken of you?**
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING:

“I have been a Foot Levelers user for almost two years. During this time I have experienced a significant improvement in the stability of my lower back. Until now, I have only used Foot Levelers’ Spinal Pelvic Stabilizers in my dress and casual shoes. My doctor suggested that I purchase Stabilizers designed specifically for golfers, the ParFlex Plus®. As a low handicap golfer I thought the claims of increased distance and shot reduction were a bit much, but decided to give them a try anyway. From the very first golf ball I struck with the Stabilizers in my golf shoes, I experienced an amazing feeling of stability and balance. I have been playing with Stabilizers for almost 30 days now and have recorded some of my lowest scores of the season. Coincidence? I don't think so! Thanks for making the recommendation!!” Sam R.

“For many years I had been suffering from recurrent pain and stiffness related to surfing. Every time I would take a fall while surfing and suffer a whiplash injury to my neck it would take weeks to recover. But recently I was prescribed a pair of custom-made Spinal Pelvic Stabilizers from Foot Levelers. I have never worn foot supports up until now and I cannot believe how good the improvement has been in my neck and upper back. The pain and stiffness I used to suffer almost daily has disappeared. My adjustments hold better and last longer and if I hurt myself in the surf, my recovery is almost instant!” Jerry W.
Once you have experienced the comfort that Spinal Pelvic Stabilizers can provide, the next step is Shoethotics®! Available exclusively from Foot Levelers, Shoethotics take a stylish shoe and add a removable, flexible, custom-made Spinal Pelvic Stabilizer.

Featured Brands:

Shoethotics feature a quality shoe and a Stabilizer guaranteed to be a perfect fit to the shoe.
Dress Shoes

Florsheim Fairbanks™
Color: Black
ITEM#F0060

Florsheim Fairmont™
Color: Black
ITEM#F0070

Florsheim Garfield™
Color: Cognac (Pictured)
ITEM#F0075
Color: Black
ITEM#F0074

Florsheim Corbin™
Color: Black (Pictured)
ITEM#F0076
Color: Brown
ITEM#F0077

Florsheim Garrick™
Color: Black (Pictured)
ITEM#F0078
Color: Cognac
ITEM#F0079
Color: Burgundy
ITEM#F0080

Florsheim Terrain™
Color: Cognac (Pictured)
ITEM#F0082
Color: Black
ITEM#F0081

Milano™
While Supplies Last
Color: Black
ITEM#1710
WOMEN
Active Shoes

Brooks Addiction™ Walker
Color: Black (Pictured)
ITEM#BRM0031
Color: White
ITEM#BRM0030

Brooks Addiction™ 8
Color: Navy
ITEM#BRM0010

PathFinder™
Color: White
ITEM#1640

Brooks Adrenaline™ GTS 9
Color: Deep Blue
ITEM#BRM0020

Olympian™ WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
Color: Black (Pictured)
ITEM#1607
Color: White
ITEM#1605

New Balance Country Walker/Hiker
Color: Brown
ITEM#NBM0010

New Balance Women’s Country Walker/Hiker
Color: Brown
ITEM#NBW0010

Shoethotics feature a quality shoe and a Stabilizer guaranteed to be a perfect fit to the shoe.
Brooks Addiction™ 8

Brooks Addiction™ Walker
Color: White (Pictured)
ITEM#BRW0030
Color: Black
ITEM#BRW0031

Brooks Addiction™ Walker V-Strap
Color: White
ITEM#BRW0040

Brooks Addiction™ 8
Color: Sky Blue
ITEM#BRW0010

Brooks Adrenaline™ GTS 9
Color: Excalibur
ITEM#BRW0020
Bite® Mako™

Malibu®
Color: Chestnut Suede (Pictured)
ITEM#123
Color: Sand Suede
ITEM#160

Capetown®
Color: Sand Suede (Pictured)
ITEM#1508
Color: Chestnut Suede
ITEM#1504

Jamaica™
Color: Sand Suede
ITEM#163

Rio™
Color: Onyx (Pictured)
ITEM#1557
Color: Mocha Suede
ITEM#1556

When the foot hits the ground, everything changes.™
Outback™
Color: Slate (Pictured)
ITEM#1575
Color: Brown
ITEM#1577
Color: Black
ITEM#1576

UltraTrek®
ITEM#1520
Color: Granite
ITEM#1521
Color: Baja (pictured)
ITEM#1522
Color: Santa Fe
ITEM#1523

Bite® Mako™
ITEM#BIM0030
Color: Black/Gray (Pictured)
ITEM#BIM0010
Color: Aztec/Crimson
ITEM#BIM0040
Color: Navy/Gray

Bite® Spirit™
ITEM#BIW0030
Color: Black (Pictured)
ITEM#BIW0020
Color: Lime/White
ITEM#BIW0010
Color: Mist Blue/White
ITEM#BIW0040

Interchangeable UltraTrek® Straps
ITEM#1520S
Color: Granite
ITEM#1521S
Color: Baja
ITEM#1522S
Color: Santa Fe
ITEM#1523S
Color: Cheyenne
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When the foot hits the ground, everything changes. ™

WOMEN
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
People spend nearly 1/3 of their lives sleeping, so Cervical Support Pillows play a vital role in the ASR™ (Adjust-Support-Rehabilitate) program. Make sure you have the comfort and postural alignment your body needs with proper support from Foot Levelers’ pillows.

Did you know that our Exclusively Yours® custom-made pillow is created from four measurements taken of you?
CERVICAL SUPPORT PILLOWS

- Patented “4 in 1” design for support and comfort
- Travel pillow available that’s half the size

Pillo-Pedic®
Pillo-Pedic, Jr® (U.S. Patent No. 4,803,743)
Pillo-Pedic Extra™
Pillo-Pedic King™
Mini-Travler®
Jr. Travler®

Pillo-Pedic® Plus
- A firmer version of the classic style
- Posturefoam™ “egg carton” structure helps eliminate pressure points

Pillo-Pedic® Plus
Pillo-Pedic, Jr® Plus
Pillo-Pedic Plus Extra™

Ultra® (U.S. Patent No. 5,638,564)
- A softer support pillow with UltraCel™ foam
- Virtually eliminates break-in time
- Good for whiplash, tension headaches, arthritis, and back pain

Ultra®

SLEEP CYCLE SYSTEM™
A breakthrough in nightly postural support, this system is designed to cradle the head for proper neck extension and during side sleeping.

Escape™
- The Sleep Cycle System allows for proper support while back or side sleeping
- Good for whiplash and tension headaches

Escape™
Grand
Petite

SideKick®
- Eases tension on the lower body
- Good for pregnant women

SideKick®
Look What Other Patients Are Saying About Their Foot Levelers’ Products

“I am writing to let you know how satisfied I am with the orthotics that I ordered two weeks ago. It’s amazing what orthotics can do for a person’s walking ease. I used to feel like an old woman when I walked. I can now keep up with my significant other when we walk at the mall. Thank you for a better outlook on life.” Carol L.

“Foot Levelers have made my life a lot better. For years, I could not stand or walk on hard surfaces without my legs and back having serious pain. With Foot Levelers, I can walk and stand on hard surfaces for a much longer period of time.” Ted W.

FootLevelers.com